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To address growing concerns that emissions reduction commitments might not meet
desirable cumulative emissions reduction targets,1 countries might need to drastically adjust their
economic systems. Low carbon economy (LCE) is a policy agenda that has already emerged at the
international level to guide how countries transform their economic systems. However, even where
countries successfully formulate and legitimate it, LCE faces challenges. Some of these challenges
appear where the choice of law, as a regulatory instrument, in policy decision-making impacts the
implementation of LCE mechanisms.
During decision-making, most countries and their subnational entities choose law as the
regulatory instrument for driving LCE. The choice of law has predominantly taken the form of
legislation. For example, the UK’s Energy Act 2013 and, in Canada, British Columbia’s
Greenhouse Gas Industrial Reporting and Control Act 2016 as well as Ontario’s Climate Change
Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act 2016, among others, are recent legislations. To be clear,
this is not to say that some countries and their subnational entities do not employ other policy
instruments, for instance national plans and strategies, as precursors to, in place of or together with
law. As an example, the province of Alberta in Canada has recently released a Climate Leadership
Plan 2016. However, recent evidence has shown that the momentum of employing law is rising.2
For implementation, most countries and their subnational entities design their respective
laws to provide for economic mechanisms. These mechanisms are diverse, and seem to vary across
low carbon technologies. Nevertheless, popular ones across the board include certification and
labelling, trading, taxation, and their hybrids. Most governments employ these mechanisms
alongside other non-economic mechanisms. These may also vary. Many non-economic
mechanisms have developed along the lines of standards, mandates, reporting, codes, and the
hybrids of these.
Overall, it appears that law is the most desirable driver of LCE, and is often used to
introduce and manage economic and non-economic implementation mechanisms. Being the most
desirable driver, how countries and their subnational entities effectively use law to drive LCE
implementation depends on how smoothly it works. This leads to two major issues.
Research Issues
One issue is that LCE laws together with their implementation mechanisms, as part of the
low carbon regime, often arrive at a terrain already dominated by the carbon regime, including
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laws and implementation mechanisms whose design and functionality have revolved around
carbon sources. As new “entrants,” LCE regimes would need to fit into the existing carbon regimes
or, where there is political will, replace them. Depending on the circumstances, this may or may
not be a smooth ride as they could be accommodated or resisted.
Evidence shows that the introduction of LCE regimes has faced resistance in some
countries. For instance in the UK, the existing regime supporting coal and gas, as sources that
ensured energy security and affordability, were resistant to new low carbon regimes which would
boost renewable energy to mitigate climate change.3 Many countries are currently working to
avoid or address similar problems. In fact, this is a major focus of legal and policy scholarship
under one of the biggest international LCE projects, the Deep Decarbonisation Pathways Project.4
Another issue is that, because LCE laws employ economic mechanisms which invariably
rely on business for implementation, their implementation ought to be subject to market forces.
This is because business is more at ease with the market system. However, given that these laws
also position the government as the ultimate authority directing how economic mechanisms drive
LCE as a matter of public policy, the variables that affect their implementation go beyond market
forces. For one, governments consider more than just profit in public policy. It is common for
government to intervene to prevent business from passing along costs to citizens. At the same time,
business expects government to stay away so that there is room for market forces to maximise
returns. These different approaches of government and business could be problematic.
There is evidence affirming this. For instance, to advance public policy interests, the
Spanish government controlled renewable energy retail rates, and the UK’s government attempted
to cut tariffs under its small-scale feed-in-tariff system5 and continues to interfere under the
contracts for difference.6 Since LCE laws empower the government to take those steps, some
business stakeholders oppose them, because the laws ultimately disrupt the market.
Research Problem
These issues and the practical problems illustrating them point to the research problem the
project will tackle: the limitations of law as a regulatory driver in LCE. Given the challenges of
regime resistance and business opposition discussed above, among other potential problems such
as weak regulation and regulatory capture, law as traditionally defined might not be adequate to
drive LCE at a desirable speed. So, while law may remain the preferred driver of LCE, given its
comparative advantages over other policy instruments at ensuring policy certainty, it might need
help. Such help is unlikely to come from business. This is because, due to the influence of
neoclassical economics, business is likely to prioritise profitability and efficiency over normative
public policy goals, for instance equity, underlying LCE.
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Society could help. This is because, as a value-driven entity, society might also, like
government, prioritise normative public policy goals, if properly organised to do so. Society could
control the behavior of business where law alone might not. The study proceeds on this rationale.
Research Question and Thesis
To address the research problem, the question that will guide my proposed project is: how
could law and society work together in the regulation of LCE? To answer this question, my
working thesis will be that society could support law in the regulation of LCE.
However organised within or across borders, society refers to an aggregate of people. This
means that, since government and business are also run by people, they form part of society. As
an aggregate of people, society could regulate through decision-making processes that influence
the behavior of its constituent members, including those forming government as well as business.
After all, far more decision-making powers rest with broader social circles in society, as against
narrower political or business circles. Organised through social circles, for instance through
families, friends, peer and interest groups, and the media, society thus has the capacity to mobilise
more people within the social sphere, and influence decision-making to control the behavior of
fewer people making up political and business circles.
Thus, society has a regulatory capacity— the normative decision-making power of
people— that is not directly based on what we traditionally understand as law. 7 Arguably,
harnessing this regulatory capacity, especially across territories, could amount to the type of law
captured by the emerging theory of transnational law. In any case, society could harness the
capacity to control business,8 and as such could support law, as traditionally defined, in the
regulation of LCE.
WHY THE PROJECT?
The literature on the regulation of LCE has focused on the use of government direct legal
and administrative regulation, often described as command and control, and economic regulation,
also usually backed by law. It largely neglects the possibility of peoples’ direct regulation— the
idea of regulating through society.
To address this neglect, the project will explore the possibility of regulation through
society, an idea currently captured by the theory of transnational law, and how this could
complement law as traditionally understood as a form of government regulation.
Literature Review
As a critical approach to the Westphalian sovereignty model, the literature on the role of
society, as an aggregate of people constituting specific sectors such as business or government, in
regulation is emerging. Generally, scholars from various disciplines discuss this role under the
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broad theme of “non-state actors” in decision-making.9 Specifically, some legal scholars discuss
the role in terms of law, conceptualising it under transnational law10 or as a fallout from domestic
and international law;11 yet other legal scholars, mostly interdisciplinary ones, as well as social
scientists understand the role in terms of governance, particularly the expansion of the concept of
government into the idea of (new) governance,12 including global governance and hybrid
governance. There are also some scholars that look at this role from both law and governance.13
What unifies scholars across the board is their suggestion of bottom-up or decentralised approaches
and the decline of the state in regulation, and their shift of focus to the role of society.
An evolving thread in this literature is on the role society plays in the regulation of diverse
agendas, one of which is LCE. At the theoretical level, some studies have examined the role of the
social sphere in these agendas, including LCE, based on the concept of embeddedness. 14 At the
practical level, few recent studies have examined the role of specific social circles in LCE, for
instance interest networks15 and universities16 as constituents of society.
While the evolving literature lays the conceptual foundation and policy hints on the role of
specific social circles in LCE, it does not currently provide a full picture of how society organizes
itself, including the decision-making mechanisms it uses, to regulate business behavior that
advances LCE. As such, there is no comprehensive study on the role of society in the regulation
of LCE.
Contribution
The project will build on the existing studies to attempt a comprehensive discussion of the
role of society, with three original contributions. It will shed light on: how society, however
organised, could regulate, arguably amounting to law and governance; where society regulates,
how this could support law, as traditionally understood as government legal prescription; and
where regulation through society supports law, how to deal with the risks that could emerge.
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1. As for the first contribution which is the crux, the study will examine how society could regulate
by influencing business behavior in LCE. People could stimulate social values as regulatory
drivers. This could motivate action or inaction that supports LCE which could then be actuated
through diverse decision-making mechanisms.
While the Forest Stewardship Council certification scheme and similar initiatives exemplify
regulation through society within the broader environmental decision-making area, there are
relatively new schemes, operating within and across territories, showcasing this mode of
regulation as specifically applicable to LCE. “Carrot Mob,” a mass-based non-governmental
organisation (NGO), employs “buycotts” by organizing people to commit to shopping-sprees
in favour of low emitting businesses, for instance those using clean energy, bringing them
substantial returns. Also, “Equitable Origin,” a stakeholder-based NGO, certifies low emitting
business projects, for instance those adopting green practices, bringing them social license.
These new schemes show how society, organised through NGOs, could regulate carbon
emissions independently through mechanisms such as “buycotts” and certification. However,
this does not mean there are no other modes of organisation, for instance through universities
or the press which are now mobilizing for low carbon divestment, and other implementation
mechanisms, for instance Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design as well as Consumer
Reports, both of which currently use rating to motivate low carbon business behaviour.
Therefore, given the variety of implementation mechanisms represented by the diverse
schemes, the study will identify the elements of decision-making in regulation through society.
It will start with the most basic element, contract, which these decision-making processes seem
to generally have, and then explore the possibilities of other elements.
As a further contribution on how society regulates, the study will examine whether regulation
through society amounts to a new form of law, as understood in transnational law theories, or
just governance, as envisaged by global and hybrid governance theories. It will show how
aspects of regulation through society could satisfy the requirements of both law and governance.
2. The second contribution, on impact, flows from the first. If society could regulate, this could
support the role law currently plays in driving LCE regimes. It could enhance the entry of LCE
regimes into the existing carbon terrain, and advance relevant implementation mechanisms.
3. Then comes the third contribution dealing with the potential fallout. There might be new risks
in LCE, not only to business but also to society, as current risk handling models undermine the
regulatory potentials of society. These models are built on a presumption of traditional lawbased regulation, not regulation through society. As such, they are not equipped for potential
risks such as group domination in regulatory decision. Therefore, there might be the need for
re-conceptualised risk handling in the regulation of LCE.
APPROACH TO ANALYSIS
With regards to the theory, I will rely on the concept of embeddedness to make a case for
regulation through society. In terms of methodology, I will rely on legal and empirical data which
do not require ethics approval, and analyse them with qualitative methods. Ultimately, I will draw
on the strengths of my relevant training and experience in law and environmental policy in my
analysis.
Theory
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Like many law-related ideas developed from other fields, scholars are currently tracing the
theoretical roots of regulation through society to other fields. A notable team has been examining
the regulatory capacity of the social sphere based on ideas that have developed in economic
sociology, particularly the concept of embeddedness.17 This concept was originally formulated by
Polanyi, and later developed by other scholars, most notably Granovetter. It focuses on how
economy and society relate, and which one embeds the other.
Based on the contributions of Polanyi and Granovetter as well as other relevant scholars
on this concept, the theoretical orientation of the project will be that society embeds economy and,
as a result, has control over it. If so, society could directly regulate businesses, as economic actors,
by controlling their behavior. The project will contextualise this reasoning within LCE.
Methodology
The study will be theoretical, and will use legal and policy instruments as primary data
sources. These instruments will come from relevant government websites. However, the study will
also employ secondary empirical data, albeit for strengthening arguments rather than drawing
conclusions. Being secondary, the empirical data will come from the climate change literature and
the websites of organisations involved in climate activism and mobilisation. Overall, the study will
back theoretical arguments with empirical evidence already in existence.
The study’s theoretical approach is suitable for two major reasons. First, its contribution
deals more with the conceptualisation of regulation through society and less on the verification of
experience which would make empiricism unavoidable. Second, scholars and organisations
involved in climate activism and mobilisation have been producing empirical evidence in support
of how society is involved in LCE, so the contribution in this respect will only be to bring out the
aspects of the involvement that amount to regulation and how they support the study’s theory.
As for my data analysis, I will employ qualitative methods, specifically literature review
along with case study and framework analysis. I will integrate the analysis into the introduction,
methodology, theory, result and discussion, and conclusion sections of the study.
I will take the following sequential steps:
1. To build on existing knowledge rather than duplicate, I will start with a literature review
which provides theoretical and practical justification for the project, showing the issues
that scholars have addressed in the regulation of LCE, for instance regime resistance and
business opposition of government regulation, and how these lead to another issue not
clearly addressed, the limitations of law in LCE. This review is substantive since it will
justify the research, and as such will be integrated into the introduction, theory, and result
and discussion sections. I will also review the literature on the research methods I employ.
This review will not be substantive as it will only show how things will be done, and as
such will mainly appear in the methodology section of the thesis.
2. I will follow with the case study of Canada to contextualise the result of the literature
review, limitations of law in LCE. This will appear mainly in the result subsection. I choose
Canada because I have academic interests in the country, and because it has several laws
and other regulatory instruments that are new and will make for potential timely lessons.
My units of the case study will be Alberta, British Columbia and Ontario. I choose these
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units because they might showcase the limitations of law. They have recently introduced
new low carbon instruments into their otherwise strong carbon regimes, and as such may
experience regime resistance, and, as among the top emitters in Canada, 18 they have big
businesses that might challenge aspects of the new instruments. Since not much has been
written about the newly introduced instruments and the limitations of law therefrom,
examining them would be timely.
3. Then, for the framework analysis, I will apply the transnational business governance
interactions framework 19 to make the main contribution on how society could regulate,
and how the aspects of this regulation amount to law as well as governance. This will
appear in the discussion subsection. I choose the said framework because of its ability to
reveal regulatory capacity and institutions. Knowing the regulatory capacity and
institutions will facilitate my arguments on how regulatory mechanisms constitute law and
governance.
I will build on the main contribution with the two other contributions. These contributions
will also appear under the discussion subsection. As such, I will discuss how regulating
through society supports the current role of law but also poses risks that need to be
managed. I will develop key indicators of how regulation through society supports law,
and a risk governance framework which could be used to manage the resulting risks.
After going through these sequential steps, I will draft the final version of the introduction
and conclusion sections based on the work done. Finally, I will organise the study into chapters
and make necessary revisions.
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